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The Belfast Pub Proposal 

By Alan Goodchild 

 

The seas are wild and ghostly 

The ships are tired and old 

The loss of life increases 

As Brexit takes its hold 

 

She promised free trade borders 

She vowed a clear way ahead 

Food on every table 

A new beginning, she said 

 

We are two injured nations 

Just off the coast it seems 

You stole our lives with famine once 

You scuppered hopes and dreams 
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We trusted in your words this time 

We backed your plan with pride 

Our lives would sure be better 

But in truth, we think you lied 

 

So, we have a plan we’ve hatched ourselves 

To sort this feckin mess 

To rescue business, man and boy 

And free-up the ports in the process 

 

We’ll dig a hole, a bigun 

Deep under the sea bed 

We’ll run it through with trains and stuff 

Just like the Frenschies did 

 

We have the men, the plant, the will 

Sure, the money’s our biggest dread  

We’ve not the cash to mechanise 

We’ll ‘Mickanise’ instead 

 

A tunnel is the answer, it passes every test 

A food pipe, cash pipe, people pipe with everyone de-stressed 

Just look how fast the crossing would be 

You’d be here ‘for you left’. 
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There’s only one small issue 

A negotiation need, up-front 

It’s that of entry and exit points 

And if you’ll excuse me, I’ll be blunt 

 

We’d rather not link to Scotland 

If it’s all the same to you 

The weather’s just as shitty there  

And there’s the language barrier too 

 

So, we’re thinking we may go on a bit 

And looking across the map 

There is a place I’d really like to go 

Along with every other chap 

 

It’s Amsterdam of which I speak 

That centre of culture and art 

The hub of Holland’s finances so it is 

It’s not just for the tarts 

 

There are very good business reasons  

Why this marriage should take place 

Why the cost of boring under you 

Is justified apace 
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We can avoid the chaos  

That no-deal has bought us all 

We can re-build our nations pride 

We can once again walk tall 

 

They’ll love us back in Europe 

A real alternative to the ferry 

The dream of every Irish lad 

Two hours to lose your cherry 

 

But what yous ask does it do for yous? 

Sitting there in your mainland castles 

To have us bore underneath like that 

With all the dirt, disruption, the hastles 

 

Well, we plan six vertical shafts for you 

Your access point to us 

You can’t drive up, get on, or in 

Sure, you wanted off the bus 

 

In truth it’s Brexit future-proofed 

Should you ever think again 

That you’d go to the country with such a bad idea 

Just to keep yous in number 10 
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These access points are sealed with plugs 

They’ll keep the sea at bay 

But should you speak with your heads up your arses again 

Six pulls’ll wash your big ideas away 

 

So be warned you conservative bastards you 

That you’ll go down in history 

As having lengthy foreplay with the Belfast massive 

Then getting shafted by the DUP 
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